
28 Reviews
5Exceptional!

Sunny, Stunning, Spectacular!
5/5 Stayed Apr 2023
Carey G.

The house is fabulous! Great layout! We were a large family group and it worked very well for us. Kim
the host is fabulous!! Views for days! I would not hesitate booking this property!

Published Apr 16, 2023

Host’s response:
Thank you guys! You have been amazing guests and it was so fun to meet your family and see
you enjoy yourselves . I hope that our paths may cross again .

Kind Regards, Kim

Lovely Stay
5/5 Stayed Mar 2023
Daivys V.

The photos don’t live up to the beauty of both the property and view. Our family was beyond happy
and excited to stay at the home. Kim was a wonderful host and suggested different activities and
places to visit.

Published Apr 6, 2023

10 + STARS!!! LOOK NO FURTHER!
5/5 Stayed Mar 2023
Pam W. Traverse City, MI

Beautiful home!!! Kim, the owner, is the best! Communication before, during and after our stay was
wonderful...she thinks of everything and makes sure all your needs are met. From suggesting places
to eat, things to do, to car rental companies, she's got you covered. She sends a "packet"(as I liked to
call it)after you book so you can start planning your stay/make reservations.



We were a group of 4 couples and the house was perfect!(with a bedroom to spare!) 3 upstairs
bedrooms all had there own bathroom attached and the downstairs had a bathroom for the 2
bedrooms down there...plenty of space for everyone! The pool and views never got old! From morning
coffee to drinks in the evening...that is where we where!

Published Apr 2, 2023

Great stay
5/5 Stayed Feb 2023
Jarrod H.

We had a blast beautiful property

Published Feb 25, 2023

fantastic place for scenery, conversation and fun!
5/5 Stayed Feb 2023
Denise B.

>the views are 100% as advertised. simply spectacular!

>the house is nicely set up for group conversations as well as plenty of nice places for reading and
snoozing in the beauty

>spacious nicely appointed kitchen that made it fun to cook many of our meals together

>owner is very friendly and helpful, but not in the way

>would rent it again if we come back to St Criox

Published Feb 12, 2023


